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Outline

What is the purpose of the study?

exploration - which regressors to include, and on what scale?
quantifying causal e¤ects for policy design
predicting the response variable in new cases

Validity relative to the purpose
Internal validity: the purpose is met for the population studied

threats: omitted variables, over�tting, wrong functional form,
measurement errors in regressors, biased sampling, simultaneous
causality

External validity: the purpose will also be met for other populations -
range of extrapolation?

threats: other institutional constraints, other economic/market
structure, other traditions/culture/behavior

Example: returns to education (California test score study)
Example: Written paper 2 (Tax deduction on R&D)
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Validity - relative to the purpose

1 Exploring

Whether further studies could be useful - for the ultimate purpose
What the cost and bene�t would be of new data - which data to
sample?
Model choice - what could be a good model?

2 Quantifying causal e¤ects for policy design (con�rmatory analysis)

Identify the causal �ow
Estimate direct, indirect, and total e¤ects of interventions on potential
policy variables, measure the uncertainty in estimates (con�dence
intervals)

3 Predicting the response variable in new cases

Prediction intervals should hit the new observed response with
controlled probability, say 95%
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Purpose: quantifying causal e¤ects

1 Omitted variables bias

when the omitted variable is correlated with both Y and an X with
β 6= 0.
What is the e¤ect of omitting a variable that is orthogonal to all X
variables?

2 Over�tted model - nonsense variables included

The model will partially be �tted to noise: standard errors will be
underestimated, con�dence intervals too short

3 Bad functional form

E¤ect measures will be biased, particularly at the fringes of the
sampling domain, and out of sample
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4. Errors-invariables

Measurement errors is the rule, also in the explanatory variables. This
gives negative bias in the (absolute) e¤ect size estimates.

Stylized example:
X is "true" regressors, w is measurement error, eX = X + w is included
variable:
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Figure: XX = eX = X + w . X � N(0, 1) and w � N(0, 1/4) are independent.
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5. Biased sampling

Units are often �self-selected�: non-response is widespread, and
increasing. Non-response is often about 40% of the sampled

correlation of response Y , and probability of responding p will cause
bias in estimates

A.N. Kiær (1895) developed "The representative method" of survey
sampling

Hiorth showed that Kiær�s estimate of the cost of a universal health
insurance was negatively biased - due to biased sampling. (Einar Lie.
2001. Faktisk talt - Statistikkens historie i Norge)
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6. Simultaneous causality

In an endogenous system Y $ X a regression of Y on X will give biased
estimates of the e¤ect of a change in X .

Stylized example:

X ! Y : Yi = β0 + β1Xi + ui
Y ! X : Xi = α0 + α1Yi + vi

A large residual ui increases Yi which by Y ! X increases Xi .when
α1 > 0. Thus the violation

corr (X , u) > 0.

Example: A key for distributing income from the state to Norwegian
communes was based on linear regressions of communal expenditure on
demographic and other �objective� variables characterizing the individual
commune (the unit). The regression coe¢ cients were used to construct
the key. Why could we have a simultaneous causality bias here? What
could be done? (Schweder, T. 1996. Rattsø-utvalgets regresjoner.
Sosialøkonomen, nr 4: 15-18.)
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Possible remedies for simultaneous causality

Make controlled experiment - control X .

Estimate the strength of causality in both directions in a simultaneous
model, say in a large macro-economic model (KVARTS). This is
di¢ cult!

Use instrument variables (Chapter 12) to circumvent the problematic
back-causation Y ! X . Replace X by instrument variables that are
correlated with X but not caused by Y .
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Case study: Test Scores and Class Size
SW Section 9.4

Purpose of study: measure the e¤ect of changing class size. Data:
California 1999. Threats to (internal and) external validity?

What could the range of extrapolation be?

California in 2009?
Other us states
Norway 2009?

Compare to results from Massachusetts

The Massachusetts data set
220 elementary school districts, 1998 MCAS test � fourth grade total
(Math + English + Science)
Variables: STR, TestScore, PctEL, LunchPct, Income
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Summary of Findings for Massachusetts

Model 3 might be preferred: best adjusted R2, and clean e¤ect
estimate (linear in STR) with small SE.
Omitted variable bias in Model 1!
Unlike California, % English learners is not an important control
variable.
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Compared to the California results

Class size e¤ect falls in both CA, MA data when student and district
control variables are added.
Estimated e¤ect of a 2-student reduction in STR is signi�cant and
quantitatively similar for CA, MA.
Some evidence of STR nonlinearities in CA data, but not in MA data.
Model 4 Table 8.3 (P 292) �ts better than Model 2. What should
then be substituted for -0.73 in the comparison table?
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Internal validity?

1 Omitted variables: Access to outside learning opportunities; Teacher
quality; School spirit?

2 Over�t? No!
3 Bad functional form? No, major types have been explored!
4 Errors in variables: STR is measured on district level - should
measurements have been on the individual student level?

5 Biased sampling? No, full compliance!
6 Simultaneity: Bad test scores might cause more funding and smaller
STR!
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"All models are wrong, but some are useful"

Do SW: 9.6

Do 9.11
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